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A B S T R A C T

This research examines the business impact of online reviews. It empirically investigates the influence of nu-
merical and textual reviews on product sales performance. We use a Joint Sentiment-Topic model to extract the
topics and associated sentiments in review texts. We further propose that numerical rating mediates the effects of
textual sentiments. Findings not only contribute to the knowledge of how eWOM impacts product sales, but also
illustrate how numerical rating and textual reviews interplay while shaping product sales. In practice, the
findings help online vendors strategize business analytics operations by focusing on more relevant aspects that
ultimately drive sales.

1. Introduction

Online reviews play an essential role in shaping customers’ aware-
ness and perceptions about products [1–3]. As a major source of elec-
tronic word-of-mouth (eWOM), online reviews serve as a reliable source
of information about the quality of goods, particularly goods that
cannot be easily characterized before its use [1]. On e-commerce
platforms, online product reviews enable customers to evaluate and
compare alternatives before making purchase decisions [4]. Therefore,
it is considered as a main driver for future product sales [5].

A considerable amount of research has studied the relationship
between online reviews and product sales [5–9]. Although most evi-
dence suggests that collectively eWOM has an impact on future sales,
the findings are not always consistent. For example, Duan et al. [6] find
that the volume of eWOM has a positive effect on future movie rev-
enues, while Chintagunta et al. [7] show that only the valence (star
ratings) of reviews matters. The key to resolving these conflicting
findings is to understand how consumers process the information em-
bedded in eWOM. As Hu et al. [5] point out, consumers pay attention to
contextual information beyond the simple statistics such as ratings and
volume. As a result, the influence of reviews on sales hinges on other
factors such as the strength of the brand [10], reviewer reputation [5],
reviewer location [11], and review text [12,13]. A better understanding

of how the information embedded in the reviews drives sales can help
businesses exploit the value of eWOM through more accurate fore-
casting, promoting new products, and attracting and retaining shop-
pers.

We contribute to the literature by proposing a new mediation
model, whereby numerical “star rating” partially mediates the re-
lationship between review texts and product sales. A typical product
review contains two types of information – the numerical rating and the
review text. The numerical rating is a quantitative summary of the re-
viewer’s experiences, attitudes, opinions, or sentiments toward a pro-
duct or service, usually expressed as number of stars. The review text is
an open-ended textual description of the reviewer’s opinions toward the
product or service [14,15]. Extant research on the economic impact of
eWOM focuses on numerical ratings but rarely addresses textual re-
views [16], in part due to the complexity of text analysis. Few studies
that incorporate textual reviews use techniques such as sentiment po-
larity [12] or frequent noun phrases [13]. Yet, much of the value of
product reviews lies in conveying “attributes and attribute dimensions
using the ‘voice of the consumer’” [17]. Capturing the full economic
impact of online reviews may require us to uncover the dimensions that
consumers care about. New text analytics methods that go beyond
sentiment analysis and counting phrase are needed.

We introduce a methodological tool to the online reviews literature
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– the joint sentiment-topic model (JST) [18]. This unified machine
learning model achieves two goals at the same time: it not only sum-
marizes the sentiment in the review text, but also identifies the aspects
of the product that the reviewer is happy with or critical of. JST pro-
vides a much richer representation of the qualitative review data. The
outputs allow us to investigate, among other things, how positive or
negative valence of specific product features lead to changes in future
sales. We proceed to study the impact of textual reviews and numerical
ratings on the actual sales of 312 tablet PC products using a panel da-
taset. Furthermore, we conduct a mediation analysis to study the in-
terplay of textual review and numerical review ratings using Baron and
Kenny's [19] approach.

The findings from JST and mediation model enhance the under-
standing of how online reviews provide information cues and shape
product sales. We show that reviews with positive and negative valence
focus on different sets of product aspects. More importantly, the posi-
tive and negative aspects have different impacts on sales performance.
The numerical ratings mediate the effects of textual reviews that discuss
negative aspects of a product. But the effects from textual reviews that
carry positive valence persist in the mediation model. In a nutshell,
reviews that highlight the positive aspects of the product provide an
extra boost to sales that cannot be captured simply by a “5-star” rating.
Our findings underscore the importance of analyzing social media data
to e-commerce. Our research framework can also help online vendors
strategize their business analytical initiatives by focusing on more re-
levant aspects of eWOM. Additionally, we demonstrate an innovative
approach to analyzing textual data along with numerical data, which
may be valuable for similar research in the future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
theoretical and literature background of the research and formulates
hypotheses. Section 3 presents the data and research method used for
the study. Section 4 reports the analysis and results. Section 5 concludes
the paper with a discussion of implications, limitations, and avenues for
future research.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development

Many mechanisms can account for how eWOM affects future pro-
duct sales. First, online reviews can serve as a signaling device in the
context of imperfect information [9,20]. In online shopping, the pro-
spective buyers usually lack the experience that product reviewers
have. Through prior purchases and usage, reviewers possess valuable
information about the product such as quality, value, and potential
issues – the information that prospective buyer needs but lacks for
comparing alternatives. Prior to making a purchase decision, therefore,
the prospective buyer would seek various signals from product reviews
and ratings. For example, high numerical rating or a large volume of
reviews can be interpreted as signals of high quality [21]. Furthermore,
review volume, valence, and sentiments in online reviews may directly
affect customers' choice behavior. Higher valence, represented by
higher average star rating, leads to higher choice probability [22]. Prior
studies [6,8,17][e.g. 6,8,17] also found that online product reviews,
either in numerical or textual format, may influence online shoppers'
perception of the key factors in utility function such as brand, quality,
price, values, and product attributes, which in turn, shapes sales per-
formance of the product. An array of empirical studies have validated
the relationship between online product reviews and sales performance,
including the impact on the sales of books [5,8], movies [6], electronics
[11,13], video games [9], to name a few. We refer readers to [23] and
[24] for a more detailed literature review.

Our paper differs from prior work on the relationship between on-
line reviews and sales in three respects. First, we propose a mediation
model for the interplay of textual and numerical ratings. Instead of
examining the direct relationship between eWOM variables and sales,
we study the inter-relationship between qualitative review texts,
quantitative numerical ratings, and sales. To this end, the work closest

to ours is that by Hu et al. [12]. They find that numerical ratings do not
have any direct impact on sales, but instead have an indirect impact
through sentiment in review texts. We provide empirical evidence
contrary to their results and show that numerical ratings partially
mediate the effects of textual reviews. In addition, Hu et al.’s model
only includes review-level sentiments. Each review text is scored from
strong negative to strong positive. We include aspect-level sentiments in
the analysis. We find that changes in overall sentiments are not the only
text feature that predicts sales – changes in sentiments relating to
specific product dimensions also matter.

Second, we make methodological advancement by combining a
novel machine learning model with the econometric analysis. Although
using topic models on product reviews is not new [e.g. 17,25], most
studies use it as a tool for exploratory analysis. To the best of our
knowledge, no published study has examined the impact of the changes
in positive or negative topics on product sales. Also, the JST model
differs from the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model [26] that is
commonly employed in prior studies. Instead of assuming that all re-
views share the same set of topics, JST extracts different topics under
positive and negative reviews. The model reveals an important insight:
consumers focus on different aspects when they express positive and
negative sentiments.

Third, due to the difficulty in obtaining sales data, most extant re-
search has used sales rankings of products as a proxy for actual sales.
The often-cited rationale is that sales rank and actual sales follow a log-
linear relationship [8], such that the marginal effect on sales rank can
be interpreted as an effect on sales. This simplification can yield mis-
leading findings for two reasons. First, the log-linear relationship is
based on empirical observations that the ranks of books [27] and
software [28] follow a Pareto distribution. Such inductive reasoning
may not hold for all product categories. Second, even if a log-linear or
other relationship between sales rank and sales holds empirically, the
transformation is not exact. The interpretation of the effects of online
product reviews is thus subject to measurement errors. We combine a
reviews dataset with a proprietary dataset that records the exact sale
quantities of products. This allows us to directly test the relationship
instead of relying on proxies.

The research model we propose in this study is built upon in-
formation processing theory, which states that humans process the in-
formation they receive, rather than just respond to stimuli. Based on
information processing theory articulated by Miller [29], qualitative
information and quantitative information are processed differently:
while qualitative information processing involves the use of language to
represent concepts, quantitative information is processed to remember
more items in working memory. The qualitative and quantitative
components of information received often interact within the proces-
sing system. Our research framework in the present study builds on
Miller’s information processing theory to model the impacts of quali-
tative text reviews and quantitative star ratings on sales separately. In
addition, we test their interplay on shoppers’ purchase decisions (sales)
through a mediation model.

2.1. Star ratings

Numerical rating, one of the most common formats in product re-
views, is assigned by the reviewer to the product. It is commonly dis-
played in a star rating format ranging from one star or very negative, to
five stars or very positive [30]. The numerical rating represents the
reviewer’s overall assessment towards the product. It is not only an
indicator of product quality, but also may be a valuable reflector of
product value [31]. Prior research has offered abundant empirical
evidence of the impact of product reviews on the sales performance of a
product. For example, with a dataset from Amazon.com, Jabr and
Zheng [32] illustrated that product ratings influence product sales
ranks within a competitive market. Similarly, Moe and Trusov [33]
suggested that product ratings not only directly impact sales, but also
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indirectly influence future ratings, which in turn, further affect sales.
Therefore, we hypothesize:

H1. Numerical ratings of a product’s reviews will positively influence
the sales performance of the product.

2.2. Textual sentiments

Product reviews are multifaceted. In addition to numerical ratings,
textual comments of product reviews are also likely to play an im-
portant or even determinant role in consumers’ purchase choices [13].
While star ratings can indicate how much consumers like a product,
textual review comments can reveal consumers’ deep thoughts and
detailed product experiences, which may lead to practically useful in-
sights into why certain products succeed or fail [8]. Textual reviews are
important not only because prospective customers do read them before
making purchase decisions [8], but also because textual reviews are at
least equally important in affecting the customers’ purchase decisions.
Numerical ratings are usually marked with bimodality – that is, a big
portion of the ratings is either extremely high or extremely low [20].
The lack of reasonable variation in numerical ratings often makes them
unable to reflect the true quality and value of the reviewed product, and
thus undermine their role as a sole determinant of purchase decision-
making [34]. As an important indicator of valence of online review
[35], sentiments reflected in textual reviews not merely serve as unique
cognitive appraisals from previous customers that offer useful in-
formation cues for the cognitive processing of prospective consumers
[12,36], but also serve as an emotional contagion that passes the po-
sitive or negative emotions from previous customers to prospective
customers [37]. For instance, Pavlou and Dimoka [38] revealed that the
rich content of text comments plays an important role in building a
buyer's trust in a seller's benevolence and credibility.

Some extant research has demonstrated, from different perspectives,
the influence of textual sentiments on product sales. Jabr and Zheng
[32] suggested that product reviewer opinions impact product sales
rank within a competitive market. Yu et al. [39] found that the senti-
ments expressed in the product reviews have a significant impact on the
future sales performance of the product. Ludwig et al. [40] suggested
that affective contents of online reviews influence conversion rates.
Similarly, Floh et al. [41] and Ketelaar et al. [42] suggested that textual
reviews with stronger valence intensity lead to higher levels of purchase
intentions. In other words, strong positive and negative comments have
stronger impact on behavioral intentions than messages with mixed
positive and negative opinions.

Based on the above analysis, we hypothesize:

H2a. Reviewers’ overall sentiments toward a product, expressed in
textual reviews, will positively impact the sales performance of the
product.

In addition to the effects of the overall sentiments, we posit that
variations in sentimental topics have impacts on the sales performance.
We define sentiment-topic aspects (aspect-level sentiments) [13,43] as
the sentiments associated with product dimensions that are salient in
product reviews. Information processing theory focuses on the cogni-
tive process that occurs before a choice is made [35]. It can be used to
explain consumer behavior in terms of cognitive operations [44]. Spe-
cifically, consumers are unlikely to consider the review text as a whole
when making their choices. Instead, incoming information in the re-
views will be processed and stored in active memory, and will later be
retrieved when consumers make a purchasing decision. In consumer
research, it is well known that a person’s attitude towards an alternative
is determined by the weighted sum of belief that the person has about
the individual attributes of the alternative [45,46] – a framework
known as the multi-attribute attitude model. Therefore, it is plausible
that the information in reviews is processed and stored according to the
multi-attribute model. It follows that the sentiments about the main

product attributes (topics) in the reviews may determine the readers’
attitude towards the product, and hence impact sales. A recent em-
pirical study by Liang et al. [47] also supports this view. The authors
examined how the sentiments of two major topics in online reviews,
product quality and service quality, affect apps’ sales rankings. They
found that even though consumers’ opinions on product quality occu-
pies a larger portion of consumer reviews, their comments on service
quality have a stronger effect on sales rankings. With the above theo-
retical and empirical evidence, we hypothesize:

H2b. Different sentimental topics in textual reviews will have different
influences on the sales performance of the product.

2.3. Interplay of textual sentiments and star ratings

Although eWOM–both numerical ratings and text reviews–can in-
fluence product sales, it is the interplay among them that shapes
eventual consumer purchase decisions. According to information pro-
cessing theory, numerical ratings and quantitative text reviews are
processed in different manners: while text reviews use language to re-
present abstract concepts, numerical ratings use quantitative summa-
ries to process information on the reviewed product [29]; further, based
on information processing theory, text and numerical components of a
product review would often interact within the processing system. As
numerical and text reviews product reviews are presented on a website
simultaneously, they may not be independent of each other when in-
fluencing review readers’ perceptions towards the product, and ulti-
mately, their purchase decisions. Investigating their interplay is thus
particularly meaningful [35].

Prior research indicated that numerical ratings and textual com-
ments might work separately or in combination [41]. On the one hand,
star ratings may first decide whether a reader will read the reviews. The
large body of texts of the reviews for each product practically creates
difficulties for the reader to choose which textual reviews to read. One
may choose to read a subset of reviews prior to making purchasing
decisions. The star rating and its distributions could affect how the

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Weekly Log(Sales).

Week Mean Std. Dev Unique SKU’s

2 1.059 0.782 231
3 1.056 0.807 240
4 0.950 0.809 264
5 0.966 0.794 276
6 0.951 0.809 279
7 0.913 0.787 282
8 0.895 0.781 287
9 0.848 0.787 288
10 0.850 0.767 288
11 0.795 0.757 291
12 0.787 0.765 292
13 0.757 0.756 297
14 0.798 0.742 297
15 0.798 0.768 301
16 0.765 0.752 303
17 0.715 0.748 304
18 0.693 0.742 304
19 0.723 0.755 305
20 0.731 0.768 309
21 0.720 0.757 309
22 0.682 0.739 309
23 0.638 0.707 312
24 0.633 0.709 312
Total 0.806 0.772 6680

Note: This table describes the statistics of Log(sales) for each week. Column 1
and 2 are respectively the average weekly Log(sales) and the standard devia-
tions for all the products. Column 3 is the number of unique SKU’s observed
during each week.
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reader decides to read the textual reviews further. The reader may
choose a few representative reviews for each star rating to read. Thus,
star rating may bridge the effect of review sentiments on purchasing
decisions and product sales. Some studies in the literature [32,40,41]
revealed that review sentiments impact sales. Other studies [48] sug-
gested that review sentiments affect star ratings. As another example,
Gan et al. [49] examined the influence of review attributes and senti-
ments on restaurant star ratings and confirmed that five attributes and
sentiments in text reviews–food, service, context, price, and ambian-
ce–significantly impact star ratings. Still, others found star ratings in-
fluence sales [32,33]. With these findings on the relationships among
review sentiments, star ratings, and sales in prior research, one may
logically wonder whether text review sentiments and star rating inter-
play in their influences on sales. One plausible way of such interplay
lies in the possibility that the impact of review comments on sales is
partially or even completely mediated by star ratings.

No research has been conducted to examine the meditational role of
star ratings in the relationship between review sentiments and sales.
But the findings of some prior research have signaled that such med-
iation might exist. For instance, Tang et al. [50] examined the effects of
star ratings and emotions in text reviews on profitability (an indicator
of sales) and they found that star ratings significantly, positively, affect
profitability. Further, they suggested positive emotions statistically
predict higher profitability and negative emotions predict lower prof-
itability. With the findings of this study, we cannot help but wonder: is
a part or all of the effects of emotions on profit channeled through star
ratings?

Moon et al. [16] examined the interplay through proposing and
comparing different models that integrate text reviews into star rating-
sales regression model. They found that the introduction of sentiments
in text reviews improves the predictive power of a linear regression
model with the numeric ratings as an independent variable to explain
the product sales as the dependent variable, implying that sentiments

may have a direct and/or mediated (by star rating) effect on sales.
In the present research, our joint sentiment-topic model decomposes

the review texts into parts with positive and negative sentiments, under
which different topics are nested. The sentiment of the review texts is
usually congruent with the overall star rating. Thus, the star rating can
often reflect the level of satisfaction of the reviewer. For example, a
reviewer’s satisfaction expressed in a textual product review will be
reflected in a high star rating.

Based on the analysis above, we believe that review senti-
ments–both overall and sentimental topic–may have an indirect effect
on sales, bridged by star ratings. Thus, we formulate the following
hypotheses:

H3a. The effect of reviewers’ overall sentiments on sales performance
will be mediated by star ratings.

H3b. Star ratings will mediate the relationships between sentiment-
topic aspects and sales.

Summarizing the above hypotheses, we propose our research model,
which is illustrated in Fig. 1.

3. Research method

3.1. Data

The online reviews dataset is titled “Market Dynamics and User-
Generated Content about Tablet Computers” and is provided by Wang,
Mai and Chiang [51]. The dataset contains 88,901 consumer reviews on
794 tablet computer products or SKUs. The weekly market dynamics
and reviews data were collected using a Java web crawler during a 24-
week period from February 1 to July 11, 2012.1 Each review contains
the numerical rating ranging from 1 to 5, review text, and an indicator
variable for whether the reviewers disclosed their real names. We also
control for several product-related variables in the dataset, including
the price and product attributes on the spec sheets (RAM, Processor,
Screen Size). Note that the price of a product can change during the
sample period due to promotions or pricing strategies. We aggregate all
time-varying variables to product-week level to study the effect of
eWOM on product sales.

We augment the data by obtaining actual sales.2 After merging with
sales data, we end up with 312 unique SKUs with sales records spanning
23 weeks, starting from the second week of the 24-week period. Table 1
summarizes the descriptive statistics of the weekly log-sales. There is on
average a decreasing trend in the weekly sales for two reasons. On one
hand, for hedonic products such as tablet computers, the life cycle of
sales is relatively short, and the weekly sales can drop fast. On the other
hand, new products were introduced in this period and their sales are
low in the beginning. Fig. 2 shows the weekly sales for a product that
was introduced to the market before the sample period. As expected,

Fig. 1. Research Framework.

Fig. 2. Weekly Log(Sales) for a Product Introduced in a period (year 2010)
before the observational period (item 116).

1 The 24-week panel dataset is comparable in length with prior studies. For example,
[8] use 2 periods spanning two years, [6] include daily observations for two weeks, and
[12] use a panel dataset of 26 periods.

2 We thank an online vendor for providing us with the data. The sales data do not
contain Amazon products such as Kindle Fire.
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the product’s sales quantity shows a decreasing trend over the 24-week
period. Fig. 3 illustrates the weekly sales for a relatively new product,
which is launched in the week 5 of the 24-week period. Its sales
quantity exhibits significant weekly fluctuations. To account for such
heterogeneity in our study, we control for the number of weeks since
the product’s introduction to the market (WeekIntro). Negative numbers
indicate the introduction time is after the first week of observation.

Historically the sales data are very difficult to obtain so the sales
rank data are often used as a proxy [27]. The relationship of sales and
rank are usually estimated using a log-linear model

= + +log sales β β rank ε( ) log( ) .0 1

The estimation is usually done with a standard ordinary least square
method. While the coefficients may depend on the applications such as
product type, the R2 is usually as high as around 0.8. Brynjolfsson, Hu
and Smith [27] and Brynjolfsson, Hu and Simester [52] found that there
is a long tail on online markets, meaning sales distribution is less
concentrated and niche products sales can be realized more so than
offline markets, partially due to product availability and partially due
to lower search costs on Internet.

Since we observe the actual sales and the sales rank for a class of
products, we can directly examine whether the empirical evidence
supports the log-linear model in our setting. Fig. 4 plots the scatter plot
of log-sales and log-sales rank. The log-sales drop faster in log(rank)
than a log-linear model would suggest. This means that for lower
ranked products, the sales are much lower than higher ranked products.
Fig. 4 also shows that the variance of the residuals increases with the
sales rank, suggesting that it is less accurate to impute sales from sales
rank using the log-linear model. For the above reasons, using actual
sales as the dependent variable captures the relationship between rat-
ings, reviews, and sales more accurately.

3.2. Mining sentiments and topics from textual reviews

We decompose the sentiment expressed through review texts into
topics with different sentiments, which correspond to major quality
dimensions of the products that reviewers are happy or unhappy with.
The measure we use in our empirical model combines the information
from both sentiment mining and unsupervised text clustering approach.
In conventional sentiment mining, the goal is to derive the information
on whether a review contains positive or negative opinions – yet it does
not reveal what the reviewer likes or dislikes about the product. On the
other hand, in an unsupervised text clustering (e.g. LSA) or topic
modeling (e.g. LDA) approach, the review texts are categorized into
latent clusters or topics that correspond to quality aspects. The outputs

help us understand what aspects of the product the reviewers are
commenting, but not how they feel (like/dislike) about those aspects.

In order to construct the measures, we need an automated method
to identify the sentiments of reviews, the major product quality aspects
(topics) nested within the sentiment labels, and the valence of the to-
pics. We choose the Joint Sentiment-Topic (JST) model [18]. JST model
is an extension of the popular latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which is
used to discover the latent ideas contained in the documents and
identify reviewers’ sentiments/opinions on those ideas. JST assumes
that the act of user generating reviews can be decomposed into a
number of simple probabilistic steps:

1. Reviewers have, in general, two sentiment polarities. We label them
as ∈l pos neg{ , }.

2. After experiencing a product, the reviewer decides how much she
likes a product and writes a review accordingly. For example, if she
likes the product overall, she might write 90% positive and 10%
negative in the review. Using subscript d as the review index, we
denote this distribution as πd.

3. The reviewer then decides to be more specific and lays out what and
how much she likes and dislikes about the product. Note that the
aspects she likes may or may not correspond with what she does not
like. In other words, JST allows the topics nested under sentiment
labels to be different. We denote this valence towards different as-
pects as topic distribution θd,l.

4. Based on step 2 and 3, the reviewer chooses her words such that
some words are more likely to be used to describe a complaint to-
wards an aspect, and other words be used for a compliment towards
another aspect. More specifically, before writing each word wi in the
review d, the reviewer decides to

a Choose a sentiment label ∼l Multinomial π( ),i d
b Choose a topic label ∼z Multinomial θ( ),i d l, i
c Choose a word wi from φl z,i i, which is a distribution that governs
word usage based on the chosen sentiment label and topic label.

JST is built upon the foundation of Bayesian statistical inference and
therefore has a principled model fitting and selection procedures. The
model estimation can be completed using a Gibbs sampling procedure.
The outputs of JST offer “soft” classification for the review dataset. For
each review, it automatically extracts the valence of different aspects
that the reviewers like and dislike about the product, in addition to the
overall satisfaction towards the product.

Before training JST, one assumption is that there are positive and
negative sentiment labels. We need prior information to start the model
so that φl z,i i are reasonably initiated. We use the MPQA Subjectivity
Lexicon [53] for this purpose. The MPQA lexicon provides 8222

Fig. 3. Weekly Log(Sales) for a Product Introduced in Week 5 (item 119) of the
observational period.

Fig. 4. Scatter Plot of Log(Sales) and Log(Sales Rank).
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subjective words labeled according to polarity (positive/negative) and
strength (strong/weak). We assign a prior probability of 0.9 to the
strong subjective words in the direction of their sentiment polarity, and
0.7 for the weakly subjective words. For example, the word “compli-
cated” is weakly negative according to MPQA, therefore, it has a prior
probability of 0.7 being negative in a review. On the contrary, “fan-
tastic” is a strong positive word according to MPQA, so we assign a
prior probability of 0.9 for its positive tendency in a review.

Another important parameter of JST is the number of topics. We
trained JST models with the number of topics from 2 to 5 on 90% of the
data and evaluated the perplexity on the 10% of the held-out set. We
chose 2 topics for each sentiment label (4 total topics) because it offered
the good perplexity performance on the held-out set and has high in-
terpretability at the same time.

Table 2 summarizes the major dimensions that consumers cared
about for Tablet PCs, manifested as four topics in the reviews. The total
proportions of the positive and negative content are about equal
(52%–48%). The results further illustrate that, when expressing positive
sentiments toward a tablet, reviewers tend to comment on their hedonic
experiences (63%) and hardware features (37%) of the products. When
complaining about a product, however, reviewers tend to focus on the
user interface of the tablet (58%) and the non-physical, or “augmented’
features of the product—logistics and customer service (42%).3

The results suggest that sentiment alone is insufficient for capturing
the full range of information in textual reviews. Besides expressing
whether they are happy with the product in general, reviewers often
discuss why, and to what extent, a specific aspect of the purchase
prompts them to leave the review. Further, the positive and negative
aspects of the textual review are asymmetric. For instance, reviewers
rarely praise a product because the logistics and service are exceptional.
They are, however, much likely to leave a negative review when the
shipping is late. These observations lead us to our next inquiry: how do
sentiments and aspects of the textual review influence future sales? And
what is the role of numerical ratings? We use a set of econometric
models to answer these questions and test our hypotheses. The variables
of interests are the (weekly average) star ratings of reviews, the overall
sentiment in the textual reviews (total proportion of the positive to-
pics), and the proportion of four specific topics nested under either
positive and negative sentiment. The four topic variables Hedonic,

Hardware, Interface and Logistics & Service are respectively the positive
and negative sentimental topics (Table 2) mined from the text reviews.
Table 3 summarizes all the variables used in our econometric analysis.
Table 4 presents the summary statistics and correlation matrix for the
variables.

4. Empirical analysis and result

4.1. Empirical model and estimation

To establish the relationship of numerical ratings and textual re-
views on sales, we follow [13], and use a dynamic panel data (DPD)
model with the following estimation equation

= + + +
−

zy αy βx γ ε ,it i t it it it, 1 (1)

= +ε ζ uit i it (2)

where yit is salelog( )it , or the log-sales for product i at week t. xit is the
review variables, which could be numerical ratings, overall sentiment,
or positive and negative aspects of the products. zit is a vector of control
variables such as price, and measure of product newness such as time of
the introduction. The error structure εit is given in (2) where ζi models
the time-invariant product-specific unobserved effects and uit is the
usual idiosyncratic error term.4 The DPD model contains the lag of the
dependent variable on its right-hand side, allowing for the modeling of
partial adjustment mechanism. Such partial adjustment addresses en-
dogeneity arising from the fact that word-of-mouth can be influenced
by past sales. The parameter α reflects the persistence in the process of
partial adjustment and <α 1. Similar to [13], we made sure the nu-
merical ratings and sentiments are at least one period before the sales.

The above DPD model cannot be consistently estimated using the
least square dummy variable estimator. That is because the within
transformation which is used to get rid of product-specific fixed effect ζi
leads to correlation between the lagged dependent variable and the
error term. The resulting correlation creates the ‘Nickell bias’ [54],
which cannot be mitigated by large sample of product units. Anderson
and Hsiao [55] suggest using first difference transformation to remove
the fixed effect

= + + +
−

zΔy αΔy Δx β Δ γ Δuit it it it it1

and then use instrument variables such as the lagged dependent vari-
able yi,t−2, uncorrelated with the error term Δuit, to obtain a consistent
estimator. However, the above approach does not employ all ortho-
gonality conditions in the sample and thus is inefficient.

Within the generalized method of moments (GMM) framework,
Arellano and Bond [56] developed a difference GMM estimator for the
above model. The Arellano-Bond estimator allows for the inclusion of
all the lagged values of yit−1 and xit to generate orthogonality condi-
tions, leading to the improvement on the efficiency of the Anderson-
Hsiao estimator. However, the original Arellano-Bond estimator is po-
tentially weakened by the fact that lagged level variables are often
rather poor instruments for first differenced variables. Arellano and
Bover [57] and further expand the Arellano-Bond estimator by using
the lagged differences and the lagged levels. The expanded estimator is
called System GMM estimator, in contrast to the original difference
GMM estimator. The implementation of System GMM is available in
STATA package xtabond2, as documented with great details in
Roodman [58]. We apply the finite sample correction [59] to correct
the standard errors in two-step estimation, without which the standard
errors are downward biased. For robust statistical inference, we use
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust standard errors.

To understand the relationship of the joint effect of star ratings and

Table 2
Topics from the Joint Sentiment-Topic Model.

Mean S.D. Top Keywords

Positive Topics 0.52 0.25
Hedonic Experience 0.63 0.36 game, movie, happy, enjoy, fast, music
Hardware 0.37 0.36 camera, battery life, USB, keyboard, SD

card

Negative Topics 0.48 0.25
Interface 0.58 0.30 access, browser, page, touch, content,

button
Logistics&Service 0.42 0.30 charge, order, call, receive, week, item,

ship
N 40741

Note: This table describes the results for the Joint Sentiment-Topic model of
individual reviews. We list the average prevalence (mean) of the two positive
topics and two negative topics and the variations (S.D.) in reviews. The table
also lists the top keywords for each sentiment-topic combination. We label the
two positive topics as Hedonic Experience and Hardware and the two negative
topics as Interface and Logistics & Service. These topics are nested under po-
sitive and negative sentiments. For example; conditional on a piece of review
text with positive sentiment; 63% of its content is describing hedonic experi-
ence; and 37% of its content is describing hardware.

3 The percentage here is conditional on the sentiment. The unconditional percentage of
review texts that is complaining about logistics and customer service would be
48%×0.42%=20.16%.

4 For clarity of the mathematics, we present here only the product fixed effect. We have
also added a time fixed effect ηt to remove time trends, which captures the common time
trend of all products.
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textual reviews on sales, this study adopts the mediation analysis fra-
mework of Baron and Kenny [19]. We follow the four steps of media-
tion analysis:

• Step 1: show independent variable directly affects the dependent
variable. To show this, we regress the dependent variable (sales) on
the independent variables (sentiments and topics). We call it Path A.

• Step 2: show that the independent variable directly affects the
mediator variable. To show this, we regress the mediator (star) on
independent variables. We call it Path B.

• Step 3: show that the mediator variable affects the dependent
variables. To show this, we regress the dependent variable on both
the independent variables and the mediator. We call it Path C.

• Step 4: establish a complete mediation of the mediator on the re-
lationship of the independent variables on the dependent variable.
The effect of independent variables should be zero, after controlling
for the mediator effect. Step 3 and 4 are implemented in the same
regression equation (Path C).

Note that in Path A and Path C, in order to establish the direct effect of
independent variables and/or mediator on the dependent variable, we use
the dynamic panel model to account for the product heterogeneity and
time trend. To correct for the heterogeneity of products that may vary over
time, we control for previous sales, product price, product newness, and
time-specific fixed effect. In Path B, we use regression to establish the
relationship between numerical rating and sentiment. Because of the
bounded, J-shaped distribution of StarRating, we use a beta regression
model, which is appropriate for dependent variable between 0 and 1.
StarRating, the dependent variable, is defined as (star rating – 1)/4. Results
are qualitatively the same without the transformations. To correct for
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations of the errors, we use robust stan-
dard errors clustered by products in all models.

4.2. Results

Table 5 presents the results of our analysis. We add the controls and
main variables of interests hierarchically. Model (1) reports the results
with control variables only. Model (2) presents the regression results,
given the existence of the controls, while using StarRating as the only
predictor of LogSales. Model (3) reports the regression results, given the
existence of the controls, while using OverallSentiment as the only pre-
dictor of LogSales. Model (4a) and (4b) add the sentimental topic
variables. Note that we do not include all four topics in the same re-
gression. This is because, by construction, the proportions of two po-
sitive (negative) topics sum to 1. We omit one topic at a time to avoid
multicollinearity problem in the regressions.

As expected, Model (1) shows that most of the controls, including
previous sales (in log form), the number of reviews, and WeekIntro are
found to influence sales. The significant and positive coefficients
(β=0.071, p < 0.001) of star rating in Model (2) offers support for
our Hypothesis 1, suggesting that StarRating positively impact sales,
after controlling for past period sales, number of reviews, price, in-
troduction time, and two-way fixed effects. Results reported in Model
(3) indicate that the overall sentiments significantly, positively, influ-
ence sales (β=0.174, p < 0.001), after controlling for previous period
sales, number of reviews, price, introduction time, and two-way fixed
effects, supporting Hypothesis 2a.

We hypothesize that different sentimental topics will have different
impacts on sales and such impacts will be mediated by star ratings.
Table 6 reports the beta regression results concerning the direct effects
of the independent variables, sentiment-topic aspects, on the mediator,
StarRating. The standard errors of the coefficients are adjusted by
clustering on products. Model (6) in Table 6 presents results with only
controls. Model (7) adds OverallSentiment. Model (8a) and (8b) add the
aspects from JST. In all models, the four aspects mined from the textual

Table 3
Variable Definitions.

Variable Definition

Log (Sales) The natural Log of weekly sales quantity of a product
StarRating The average star rating of the reviews for a product
OverallSentiment The average sentiment of the reviews estimated using the joint sentiment-topic model.
Hedonic(+) The average proportion of review texts with positive sentiment on hedonic experience
Hardware(+) The average proportion of review texts with positive sentiment on hardware
Interface(-) The average proportion of review texts with negative sentiment on user interface
Logistics&Service(-) The average proportion of review texts with negative sentiment on logistics and service
N_Reviews Total number of reviews for a product in a week
Price ($100) Price of the product in the week
WeekIntro Number of weeks since the product was introduced
RealNamePct Proportion of reviews that display a “Real Name” badge next to the review, revealing the identity of the reviewer
RAM (MB), Processor (GHz), Screen Size (inches) Major physical product attributes of the tablet computer on the spec sheet

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics and Correlation.

Variable Mean S.D. Min Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 Log (Sales) 0.81 0.77 0.00 3.18
2 StarRating 3.24 0.99 1.00 5.00 0.41*

3 OverallSentiment 0.50 0.12 0.07 0.93 0.18* 0.57*

4 Hedonic(+) 0.44 0.22 0.01 0.97 0.06* −0.13* −0.33*

5 Hardware(+) 0.56 0.22 0.03 0.99 −0.06* 0.13* 0.33* −1.00*

6 Interface(-) 0.46 0.18 0.02 0.98 0.19* 0.36* 0.33* −0.26* 0.26*

7 Logistics&Service(-) 0.54 0.18 0.02 0.98 −0.19* −0.36* −0.33* 0.26* −0.26* −1.00*

8 N_Reviews 45.78 94.10 1 690 0.51* 0.19* 0.05* 0.01 −0.01 0.16* −0.16*

9 Price ($100) 3.67 3.58 0.50 31.10 0.07* 0.37* 0.27* −0.40* 0.40* 0.28* −0.28* −0.03*

10 WeekIntro 56.47 64.04 −21.00 456.00 0.19* 0.19* −0.02 0.14* −0.14* −0.01 0.01 0.06* 0.11*

11 RealNamePct 0.12 0.28 0.00 1.00 0.06* 0.27* 0.28* −0.09* 0.09* 0.09* −0.09* 0.03* 0.08* 0.02

Note: This table presents the descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix of the main variables. For each product, we observe the listed variables for 24 weeks.
N=6368.
* p < 0.05.
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reviews are all highly correlated with StarRating.
With a given level of overall sentiment, a lower level of positive

discussions on hedonic aspects implies a higher level of positive dis-
cussion on hardware aspects. A similar relationship holds for the two
negative sentiment-topic aspects, interface and logistics&service. As in-
dicated in Table 4 Model (4a) and (4b), given OverallSentiment, the two
negative sentiment-topic aspects, interface and logistics&service, are
found to be statistically insignificant, indicating that whichever of the
two aspects is discussed more in the reviews makes no difference in
product sales performance. However, the story is totally different with
the two positive sentiment-topic aspects, hedonic and hardware. Given
OverallSentiment, hedonic is found to be positively associated with sales
(β=0.267, p < 0.01), suggesting that, given overall sentiment, more
positive discussion on hedonic experience and less on hardware result in
higher sales. The finding is intuitive. From the perspective of shoppers,
it is the information they do not already know or cannot easily find in
the product description that is more likely to influence their shopping
decisions. The hardware information of a tablet is readily available in
the product description, and further, because the tablet industry is quite
mature and most hardware components like hard drive and memory are
highly standardized and their specifications and capacities are highly
quantifiable, information from the product review pertaining to hard-
ware brings the shoppers relatively less value and thus has little impact
on their purchase decisions. On the other hand, information regarding
hedonic experience, which is very crucial for an entertainment-oriented
consumer product like a tablet, is not readily available in the product
description; shoppers thus may rely on textual product reviews to gain
such information to confirm a higher star rating and use it in purchase
decisions. The disparities in the influences of sentiment-topic aspects on
sales support our prediction articulated in Hypothesis 2b; that is,

different sentimental topics have different influences on sales perfor-
mance.

Tables 5 and 6 jointly make up the Path A, B, and C in Baron and
Kenny [19] for our mediation analysis. The results in Models (4a–4b),
(8a–8b) and (5a–5b) suggest StarRating mediates the relationship be-
tween OverallSentiment and LogSales, supporting Hypothesis 3a. In
particular, the positive coefficient of OverallSentiment (β=0.492,
p < 0.001) in Model (4a) for Path A establishes the relationship of
overall sentiment with sales. The significant coefficient of Over-
allSentiment (β=2.995, p < 0.001) in Model (8a) indicates overall
sentiment directly correlates with the star ratings (Path B). In column
(5a), when StarRating is present, OverallSentiment is no longer sig-
nificant, indicating the effect of OverallSentiment on sales is completely
mediated by StarRating (Path C).

With regard to the positive sentimental topics, the significant
coefficient of hedonic (β=1.037, p < 0.001) in Model 8a indicates
hedonic experience sentiment directly correlates with the star ratings
(Baron and Kenny Path B). In Model (5a), when StarRating is present,
hedonic is still significant (β=0.212, p < 0.05) but both the magni-
tude and significance level has decreased. These suggest that the in-
fluence of hedonic on LogSales is partially mediated by StarRating.
Similarly, regression coefficients of hardware in Model (8b, 4b, and 5b)
(β=− 1.037, −0.267, −0.212 respectively; and p < 0.001, 0.01,
0.05 respectively), suggesting that StarRating partially mediates the
linkage between hardware and LogSales. These provide statistical sup-
port for our Hypothesis 3b: StarRating mediates the relationships be-
tween sentimental topics and sales. We note that the coefficients of
hedonic and hardware are symmetric in magnitude but opposite in the
signs. This is expected in the Joint Sentiment-Topic model. As men-
tioned above, by construction, the proportions of two positive

Table 5
Mediation Analysis (Sentiments & Star Rating→ Sales).

(1) (2) (3) (4a) (4b) (5a) (5b)
Variable LogSales LogSales LogSales LogSales LogSales LogSales LogSales

Lag (LogSales) 0.739*** 0.708*** 0.734*** 0.401*** 0.401*** 0.378*** 0.378***

(0.032) (0.034) (0.033) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051)
StarRating 0.071*** 0.094*** 0.094***

(0.013) (0.023) (0.023)
OverallSentiment 0.174* 0.492*** 0.492*** 0.228 0.228

(0.069) (0.149) (0.149) (0.162) (0.162)
Hedonic(+) 0.267** 0.212*

(0.099) (0.096)
Hardware(+) −0.267** −0.212*

(0.099) (0.096)
Interface(-) −0.024 −0.074

(0.102) (0.103)
Logistics&Service(-) 0.024 0.074

(0.102) (0.103)
N_Reviews 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.005***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Price ($100) 0.002 −0.003 0.001 0.012 0.012 0.006 0.006

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006)
WeekIntro 0.001*** 0.000** 0.001*** 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
RealNamePct 0.181** 0.001 0.129 0.119 0.119 −0.045 −0.045

(0.065) (0.073) (0.070) (0.120) (0.120) (0.128) (0.128)
Constant 0.153*** 0.005 0.078* −0.121 0.122 −0.090 0.049

(0.030) (0.035) (0.037) (0.091) (0.114) (0.096) (0.117)

Observations 6368 6368 6368 6368 6368 6368 6368
Number of items 312 312 312 312 312 312 312
Product FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Week FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: This table presents part of the mediation analyses results. Dependent variable is Log(Sales). Independent variables are lagged log-sales, numerical star rating,
overall sentiment, Sentiment for each sentiment-topic combination (Hedonic, Hardware, Interface, and Logistics & Service), number of reviews, price in $100, and
number of weeks of introduction for the product. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p < 0.001
** p < 0.01.
* p < 0.05.
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(negative) topics sum to 1. In other words, the two pairs of hedonic/
hardware and interface/logistic&service are always perfected corre-
lated but with opposite signs. We omit one topic at a time to avoid
multicolinearity problem in the regressions.

As a robustness check, we conduct similar mediating analyses
without adding the week fixed effect. The results are qualitatively si-
milar. That is, StarRating completely mediates the relationship between
the OverallSentiment and partially mediates the relationship between
the positive topic sentiments (hedonic and hardware) and sales.

Given the same level of OverallSentiment, the two negative topical
sentiments, interface and logistics&sales are not found to have any im-
pacts, direct or mediated, on sales. One possible reason may be that the
effects of negative sentimental topics are heavily factored in the
OverallSentiment, so when OverallSentiment is controlled for, it is hard to
detect any additional effect. Another plausible reason is that, although
the two sentimental topics, interface, and logistic&service, are the most
discussed negative sentiments, they may not be essential in tablet
purchase decisions. For that reason, caution may be needed when
generalizing this finding to other types of products.

Table 7 summarizes all hypothesis-testing results. For similar pur-
poses, Fig. 5 visually illustrates the relationships we have hypothesized
in our research model.

Fig. 5 further illustrates the mediating effect of star ratings on the
relationship between sentiments and sales. The direct effect of overall
sentiment on Log(Sales) is 0.492 and indirect effect of overall sentiment
on log-sales is 0.228 (statistically insignificant). The direct effect of
positive aspects on log-sales is 0.267 and indirect effect of 0.212, a
reduced magnitude and significance (still significant at 5%). These re-
sults are intuitive. When reading online reviews, online shoppers are
more likely to first look at the product's star rating to form an initial
impression, and then move forward to digest the text comments and

seek confirmation/or disconfirmation for such impression. When the
overall review rating is favorable, they turn to the text review for po-
sitive comments that can be used to support the ratings. The impact of
overall sentiments in the text review on shopping decision (ultimately,
sales), therefore, is completely bridged by star ratings.

Finally, we offer a comparison of results when sales rank (LogRank)
is used as the proxy of actual sales. Models in Table 8 mirrors the
models in Table 5, with the only change being the dependent variable.
The coefficients are reversed as products with higher actual sales have
lower sales ranks. We find higher star rating and more reviews have
direct, significant, effects on future sale ranks. Also, the overall senti-
ment expressed in textual reviews spurs future sales, but the effect is
mediated by star rating. Moreover, the impact of positive aspects in the
review texts is not fully captured by either the sentiment or the star
rating – the coefficients remains significant in Model (6) and (7). All
these are consistent with our prior findings using log sales. Meanwhile,
we also notice subtle, but important differences when using sales rank
as the proxy. First, the coefficient on lagged sales ranks, which captures
the correlation between historical sales and future sales, is exacerbated
in all models in Table 8. Relatedly, the coefficients on eWOM variables,
such as star rating, the number of reviews, and sentiment are all
smaller. The net effect of these two differences may lead to mis-
calibrated models and managerial decisions that underestimate the ef-
fects of online reviews.

5. Discussion

This study examines the influence of online word-of-mouth on the
sales performance of products. In particular, we investigate the impacts
of numerical star ratings and sentiments expressed in textual reviews on
sales. We use JST to mine the topics as well as the sentiments associated
with each topic. The results reveal two prominent positive topics –
“hedonic experience” and “hardware” and two dominant negative topics
– “user interface” and “logistics and customer service”. The results suggest
that, when expressing positive sentiments toward a tablet, online pro-
duct reviewers often comment on their hedonic experiences and hard-
ware features of the products. When complaining about a product,
however, reviewers often focus on the user interface of the tablet as
well as the non-physical, or “augmented’ features of the product (lo-
gistics and customer service).

Further, we use JST to mine the sentiments associated with those
topics and use them along with star ratings to predict the sales of

Table 6
Mediation Analysis (Sentiments→ Star Rating).

(6) (7) (8a) (8b)
Variable StarRating StarRating StarRating StarRating

OverallSentiment 2.830*** 2.995*** 2.995***

(0.470) (0.476) (0.476)
Hedonic(+) 1.037***

(0.256)
Hardware(+) −1.037***

(0.256)
Interface(-) 0.963**

(0.297)
Logistics&Service(-) −0.963**

(0.297)
N_Reviews 0.001** 0.001** 0.001* 0.001*

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Price ($100) 0.045 0.040 0.038* 0.038*

(0.032) (0.027) (0.017) (0.017)
WeekIntro 0.002* 0.002** 0.002** 0.002**

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
RealNamePct 3.367*** 2.509*** 2.273*** 2.273***

(0.418) (0.401) (0.339) (0.339)
RAM (MB) 0.000 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Processor (GHz) 0.281 0.121 0.269 0.269

(0.211) (0.185) (0.167) (0.167)
Screen Size (inches) −0.009 0.024 0.024 0.024

(0.032) (0.030) (0.028) (0.028)
Constant −0.670* −2.042*** −3.146*** −1.146***

(0.260) (0.324) (0.392) (0.343)

Observations 5944 5944 5944 5944
Week FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: This table presents mediation analyses results when the dependent vari-
able is Log(sales rank). Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p < 0.001.
** p < 0.01.
* p < 0.05.

Table 7
Summary of Hypothesis Testing Results.

Hypothesis Var. Relationship Relationship
Significance

Hypothesis
Support

H1 Star Rating→ Sales Y Y
H2a Overall Sentiment→

Sales
Y Y

H2b Topical Sentiments→
Sales

Y

Hedonic→ Sales Y
Hardware→ Sales Y
Interface→ Sales N
Logistics & Service N

H3a Overall Sentiment→ Star
Rating→ Sales

Y Y

H3b Topical Sentiments→
Star Rating→ Sales

Y

Hedonic→ Star Rating→
Sales

Y

Hardware→ Star
Rating→ Sales

Y

Note: This table summarizes the results of the hypotheses in our study, including
the hypothesized relationship of variables, the significance of the test and
whether or not it is supported.
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products. Our regression analysis reveals that both numerical ratings
and sentiment expressed in textual reviews have significant impacts on
the sales performance of products. In addition, the analysis reveals that
given the overall sentiment in the text, the two negative sentiment-topic
aspects, interface and logistics&service, are statistically insignificant, in-
dicating that whichever of the two aspects is discussed more in the
reviews makes no difference in product sales performance. However,
given overall sentiment, the positive sentiment-topic aspects, including
hedonic experience and hardware, are found to influence sales. More
discussion on hedonic experience and less on hardware result in higher

sales.
Our mediation analysis suggests that the influence of overall senti-

ment on sales is completely mediated by star rating, while the effects of
the two positive sentiment-topic aspects (hedonic experience and hard-
ware) on sales are partially mediated by star rating.

5.1. Implications for theory

Most extant research examines the impact of numerical ratings and,
to a less extent, textual reviews on business performance. Little is done

Fig. 5. Final Mediating Model.

Table 8
Mediation Analysis of Sales Rank (Sentiments & Star Rating→ Sales Rank).

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4a) (4b) (5a) (5b)
LogRank LogRank LogRank LogRank LogRank LogRank LogRank

Lag (LogRank) 0.769*** 0.740*** 0.763*** 0.445*** 0.445*** 0.547*** 0.547***

(0.029) (0.032) (0.030) (0.051) (0.052) (0.048) (0.048)
StarRating −0.066*** −0.076** −0.076**

(0.015) (0.024) (0.024)
OverallSentiment −0.182* −0.568** −0.568** −0.251 −0.251

(0.083) (0.201) (0.201) (0.162) (0.162)
Hedonic(+) −0.327*** −0.224**

(0.099) (0.075)
Hardware(+) 0.327*** 0.224**

(0.099) (0.075)
Interface(-) 0.109 0.115

(0.110) (0.087)
Logistics&Service(-) −0.109 −0.115

(0.110) (0.087)
N_reviews −0.001*** −0.001*** −0.001*** −0.004*** −0.004*** −0.003*** −0.003***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Price ($100) −0.002 0.003 −0.001 −0.015 −0.015 −0.007 −0.007

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.006)
WeekIntro −0.000** −0.000** −0.000*** −0.001* −0.001* −0.000 −0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
RealNamePct −0.121* 0.047 −0.066 −0.030 −0.030 0.102 0.102

(0.055) (0.066) (0.060) (0.117) (0.117) (0.105) (0.105)
Constant 0.000 1.026*** 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.135) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Observations 5937 5937 5937 5937 5937 5937 5937
Number of items 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
Product FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Week FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: This table presents part of the mediation analyses results. Dependent variable is Log(sales rank). Independent variables are lagged Log(sales rank), numerical
star rating, overall sentiment, Sentiment for each sentiment-topic combination (Hedonic, Hardware, Interface, and Logistics & Service), number of reviews, price in
$100, and number of weeks of introduction for the product. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p < 0.001.
** p < 0.01.
* p < 0.05.
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to evaluate how numerical ratings interplay with text reviews while
shaping consumer purchase decisions and product sales. The present
study demonstrates that star rating mediates the influence of review
sentiments expressed in text reviews on product sales performance.

This study contributes to academic research with a new data ana-
lytic approach. We first use joint sentiment/topic modeling technique
to mine text reviews and extract reviewers’ sentiments toward products,
and then analyze how text sentiments interplay with numerical ratings
in their influences on sales. This approach is novel in that it effectively
combines text mining with numeric product ratings to assess the roles
of different review information cues in shaping product sales perfor-
mance. Prior research has found that J-shape distribution of online
ratings poses problems for firms [60]. In other words, mean rating
alone is insufficient at capturing product quality. We provide a way to
overcome this limitation. We demonstrate JST as a method to sum-
marize eWOM by revealing the aspects of products that consumers are
happy or concerned about.

The present study also adds to prior research in the investigation of
how firms should manage in the age of eWOM. The findings first pro-
vide strong empirical evidence for reviews-sales linkage. Because an
increasing number of consumers post and read product reviews on a
variety of online platforms, such as product discussion forums, online
retailers’ websites, and social networking sites, businesses must make it
a strategic priority to monitor, capture, and analyze consumers’ dis-
cussions. What is more, our study shows that monitoring the number
and valence of reviews could be insufficient. The content of customers’
discussion is equally important. More advanced analytical procedures
and techniques must be developed to capture and process the vast vo-
lume of user-generated textual data. These procedures should seek to
extract information pertaining to consumers’ perceptions and decision-
making. The information provided by such algorithms is crucial for
targeted marketing campaigns, user-centered product designs, and ef-
fective customer services in the future. Overall, our findings point to the
importance of business analytical initiatives for today’s businesses.

In addition to what we have discussed above, the following im-
plications are worth mentioning. First, the study offers an empirical
comparison of using actual sales and its frequently used proxy, sales
ranks as the dependent variable. The results reveal that sales ranks as a
proxy could discount the influence of eWOM. The findings provide
empirical evidence and offer an opportunity for academicians to start to
think about the feasibility to use sales rank as a proxy in similar aca-
demic research. Second, this study contributes to research in business
analytics by showcasing JST as an innovative approach for mining to-
pics and sentiments from text documents. Finally, current marketing
models (recommendation systems, conjoint analysis, etc.) assume that
products share a set of features that consumers rate on. We find that the
features are asymmetric on the positive and negative side. In addition,
the positive and negative aspects have distinct impacts on sales. Thus,
modifications of these models that take these disparities into account
may be needed.

5.2. Implication for practice

The study suggests that overall sentiment expressed in textual re-
views impacts product sales, and overall sentiment is mostly attributed
to four most discussed review topics: two negative topics including
interface and customer service and logistics and two positive topics in-
cluding hedonic experiences and hardware. The findings on the role of
negative sentiments are especially valuable because they reveal what
aspects consumers tend to complain about. Negative sentiments in re-
views fuel negative perceptions toward the product and pose a greater
threat to product sales. It is thus vital for businesses to use effective web
data monitoring and analytical techniques to detect negative online
review sentiments. Businesses should proactively manage and mitigate
such negative sentiments through timely responses or product recalls
and redesign.

The two top negative topics discussed in reviews, revealed by the
present study–interface and customer service and logistics– offer im-
portant insights, especially for manufacturers and vendors of tablets
and similar entertainment oriented electronic consumer products.
Given prevalent complaints on the user interface, product design and
marketing campaigns for such products should focus on user-centered
design and user accessibility. Also, non-core, peripheral features of
products, such as logistics and customer service are found to be a key
area of complaints in online reviews. Deliberate managerial attention is
warranted to ensure logistics and customer service quality and to
minimize the impact of negative online word-of-mouth.

Reviews that stress particular aspects of the product may have a
stronger effect on sales, even though the rating and the overall senti-
ment of the review are the same. This study suggests that, given overall
sentiment, the two top positive sentiment-topic aspects, hedonic ex-
perience and hardware, have different influences on sales: relatively
more discussion on hedonic experience than on hardware leads to
better sales performance. To ensure that business analytics contributes
to the bottom line, online vendors and marketing firms need to stra-
tegize their business analytics initiatives by focusing on more relevant
eWOM. For example, to best leverage the influence of eWOM, it is
advisable for the vendor to make efforts to steer the reviewers’ attention
to their actual ‘happy’ experience rather than hardware features, which
are readily available in product descriptions and specifications.
Business analytics initiatives intended to boost sales should focus on
whether and how reviewers are sharing their positive hedonic experi-
ence. Product design and marketing campaigns should center on the
experiential content that product promises to deliver.

5.3. Limitations and avenues for future research

While highlighting the contributions of the research, we must point
out a few major limitations, which leave opportunities for future re-
search. First, the present study has only examined tablet computers,
which are marked with unique features such as high-tech and hedonic
orientation. Prospective shoppers of hedonic products are more likely
than those of utilitarian products to be influenced by the subjective and
emotional sentiments expressed in text reviews while making purchase
decisions [16]. Although the overall research framework may apply to
other products, caution is warranted when generalizing the specific
findings to other products. Future research may be conducted to test the
theories using other products. Second, numerical rating and sentiment
are not sufficient for capturing the full effects of eWOM. Consumer's
decision-making process is subtler. To predict long-term performance of
a product through eWOM, more contextual factors need to be ac-
counted for in future research. Such factors may include the reputation
of the reviewers, the helpfulness of the reviews, and reviews from
multiple platforms.
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